
 Dealing With Frustration and Anger 
  

 
Frustration 
  
Frustration is caused by things in our lives that dissatisfy us. 
It's part of being human to feel frustrated, but we should not 
let it control our lives and lead to unnecessary stress. 
Here are some tips to handle frustration: 

1.      Change your way of thinking and how you see 
negative emotions. 

2.      Humor is another way to deal with frustration. 

3.      Distract yourself by doing something productive like 
woodwork, sewing, painting or even praying. 

4.      Physical activity in the form of exercise and sports. 

5.      Relax, watch TV, or surf the internet. 

6.      Finally – massage, music or simply talking it over with 
a friend can help greatly. 

In the weeks that follow, try to use some of these outlets for 
your own frustrations. Use the ones that work best for you. 
  
  



 
  
Anger 
  
Anger, like frustration, is a human emotion that we all 
experience. Anger is caused when we are hurt emotionally. 
Constant frustration also leads to anger. 
It is natural to be angry as this is how we react when we feel 
we have been hurt, taken advantage of, opposed in our 
views or obstructed in doing what we think is correct. 

Not being able to manage our anger constructively can lead 
to many difficult situations including being shunned by 
friends, co-workers and family. Anger can also lead to poor 
health. 

Learning to deal with our anger is extremely 
important. However, only you can decide on how to change. 
There are several stages to managing anger: 

1.      Knowing you have a problem and seeking information 
and advice on how anger affects your life both physically and 
emotionally. 



2.      Trying to learn more about managing anger. 

3.      Making a decision that you want to change your life by 
managing your anger. 

4.      Taking action to making real changes by joining an 
Anger Management Course, or getting a workbook, tapes, 
etc. 

5.      Working your way through the anger management 
process and ensuring you are successful. At this stage you 
need to acknowledge you are human if you lapse into your 
old behavior patterns. But never give up. 

Here are some tips that can help you control your anger: 

1.      Accept things for what they are without being frustrated 
or angry. 

2.      Drain off your anger and stress by participating in 
exercise or sports. 

3.      Don't hold on to your anger. It's fine to be angry, but to 
be constantly thinking about it is not healthy. 

4.      Talk about your anger and frustration with the person 
involved. Sometimes it is better for things to cool down 
before you have this talk. Never act on the spur of the 
moment. Giving yourself and the other person time to think 
things over is always a good way to go. 

5.      Use humor to calm things down. 

6.      Mail and E-mail battles – never get into one of these. 
Write your angry letter or e-mail if you must, but save it or 
delete it. It's always good to write down your thoughts but 
don't start a long drawn-out battle. There are no winners 



here. 

Observe yourself as you work through this course. Monitor 
your anger and how long you take to get over it. Use the tips 
provided to relieve your anger. If you need to take a course 
in anger management, there is a great one offered here at 
UniversalClass. 

 
 
 
Dealing with difficult personalities 
  
We don't live in a perfect world and can't expect everyone to 
be perfect. However, here are some tips to deal with difficult 
people: 
1.     Humans are very fixed in their way, so don't expect a 
difficult person to change or don't think you can change 
them. Accept them for who they are and try to deal with them 
as best as you can. 

2.     Find ways to compromise and find common ground 
when working with difficult people. Find something that 
interests you both. It's amazing how many people who were 
"difficult" turned out to be great to work with just by 
discussing mutual interests in animals, soccer or travel. 



3.     Disarm difficult people with kindness. Give them 
something they like--chocolates or offer to buy them a cup of 
tea, coffee or hot chocolate--when you go out to get one 
yourself. 

4.     Good planning and having a clear strategy is also a 
good way to overcome dealing with difficult people. 
  
5.     Give good feedback to people and also ask for 
feedback by asking open-ended questions like: 
  
   i.        Is there another way we can get this done? 
  
   ii.       What do you think about doing it this way? 
   iii.      How did you manage to get all this done with your 
workload? 

6.      Listen well before you respond. If someone is being 
difficult with you, tell them why you feel upset, annoyed or 
angry. 

Human communication can be extremely complex. However, 
we must take the time to understand and work with each 
other before we can bring about the changes we seek. As 
the great Mahatma Gandhi said, "Be the change we wish to 
see in the world." 

Finding Closure 
  
There are many things in our lives we consider unfinished 
business, things which we could have done, people we could 
have been with, places we could have gone to, things we 
could have done for others, or things we should not have 
done which have adversely affected our lives. 
Sometimes life just does not permit us to do everything we 
want to do. If we are constantly thinking about things that 



happened in our lives, it becomes part of the baggage we 
carry around and causes us unnecessary stress. We need to 
find a way to: 

• Resolve it, 
• Forget about it, or 
• Shelve it so it can be tackled at a later date. 
Four years ago Walter bought a business without doing his 
research. Four years later he is still saddled with it. He 
cannot sell it, he cannot shut it down because he will then 
have to pay the mortgage for the land out of his own pocket, 
and he cannot expand it to give him the income he needs, 
since he has no capital.  

His stress levels have gone through the roof, just thinking of 
what he wants to do and not being able to achieve his goals. 
Finally, he decided, there was nothing he could do, and 
rather than worrying about it, decided to let the business go 
on just the way it was. This is a situation where someone did 
something they regret, but cannot do anything about it. So 
why stress over it anymore? Move on. 

Think of the situation you currently have in your life that 
bothers and stresses you out and find ways to put them into 
one of the above categories. 

Conclusion 
  
This lesson provided you with tips on how to deal with 
difficult people in your day-to-day life, deal with anger and 
frustration and also find closure to those unresolved 
situations in your life. 
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